ISTeC Research Advisory Committee
Minutes
Wednesday, December 7, 2005

Committee Members:
D. Bastian, M. Gelfand, B. Draper, L. Troup, S. Rajopadhye, R. Bartels, D. Dean, K. Paustian,
Jim Folkestad, J. Hanning, A. Poore, P. Seel, S. Hayne

1. Dan Massey will attend the January meeting to report on the ISTeC Workshop on computational resources on campus (to be confirmed)

2. Wednesday, May 10, 2006 has been chosen as the date for the next ISTeC retreat. Lucy Troup will continue to coordinate.

3. Suggestions for ISTeC faculty research for a?
   Follow up to Distinguished Lecturer (meetings to continue discussion of Lecturer topic)?
   Looking for coordinator


5. ISTeC Faculty research database: how to populate/maintain?
   Tool as it stands is problematic. Is there a way to populate it using pull technology instead of manually having to update the information?
   Would a “google” not get the same information?

6. Beginning SP06 semester, a couple of members each month will explain to the committee what they do in their respective departments/colleges.

Next ISTeC RAC meeting will be Wednesday, January 25, 2006, 10 – 11 am in Engr C101B.